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CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform. Paperback. Book Condition: New. This item is
printed on demand. Paperback. 68 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 0.2in.Reasons for the
Perception and Reality Gap Why this gap It is so because war and politics are exercises in the field of
unknown made further complicated by presence of a large number of other factors. The number of
participants in both activities is very large! Thus the difficulty in bridging the gap! Thus the
resultant difficulty in forming correct assessments, arriving at correct assessments etc! Some of the
reasons which Clausewitz gave may be summarized as following: - a. There is no theory which can
guide the decision maker War, politics or business in its higher levels is not regulated by any fixed
theory unlike tactics or lower level business management! Thus Clausewitzs saying The conduct of
war has no definite limits in any direction. 11 b. Distance between point of action and the
participant A participant at a junior level whether a common soldier, subaltern or company
commander is close to the point of action. The time frame in which he has to take action is limited.
Thus it is easier to win an MC or...
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This publication is worth getting. This is certainly for those who statte that there was not a well worth studying. Its been written in an exceptionally simple
way in fact it is only after i finished reading through this ebook in which in fact transformed me, modify the way i believe.
-- Mr . Hester  Pr oha ska  DV M-- Mr . Hester  Pr oha ska  DV M

This sort of book is everything and taught me to seeking forward and more. This really is for those who statte there had not been a well worth reading. I
found out this pdf from my i and dad advised this book to discover.
-- Pr of . Gr if f in Mur phy-- Pr of . Gr if f in Mur phy
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